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This compulsion, impulsion, obsession with destroying and sometimes killing 

Oregonians is simply pathological at this point in history. The unfolding decision-

making for over a decade now is akin to the mindset of Adi Schicklgruber, Goring, 

Himmler, Mengele and Goebbels...from history most don't know...this sort of 

unrelenting destruction mindset...from killing full term healthy babies...to mutilating 

the sex organs of children...to amputating of children's body parts...to inviting 

convicted felons from other states to do those jobs, giving them immunity to carry 

on...to now wanting to destroy the elderly who worked hard in their lifetimes to own 

their own homes. How does one breakthrough, to mindsets who seemingly relish 

destroying the fabric of Oregon and the United States?   

 

A casual dynamic in this unrelenting drive to destroy, the overseers, have been Kate 

Brown from Minnesota and Tina Kotek from Pennsylvania both heavily German 

states. Out of Pennsylvania we have America's biggest serial killer, Dr. Kermit 

Gosnell, who for over 30 years was killing full term healthy babies (mostly Black 

babies).  Kevorkian, who was from Michigan, another heavily German state, found 

fertile ground in Oregon to begin killing the elderly. Oregon was one of the first states 

to go "Oh, yeah let's start that."  I'm first generation German, 5 1/2 of my childhood 

years I grew up in West Germany. I've been to Dachau. I had an uncle who was in 

the camps, he and his mom. Part of the reason I see the patterns here in Oregon that 

compare to 1930s Germany is because I'm German and have studied German 

history in depth especially to the issues related to children. 

 

I hope everyone watched and listened to the 2 hour conversation with President Putin 

of Russia on the history of Europe related to Ukraine and Russia. It's a mistake not to 

learn history.   

 

I oppose 201 the newest tax proposal aimed at destroying the elderly living in their 

own homes, living on their own property. 

 

May God help us all. May God protect all of the vulnerable from the Eve of 

Destruction Mindset, seemingly embedded in the Legislature, 

 

Margo Logan, MSW in Administration 

Editor, Truth in the Pacific Northwest 

Expert Witness for civil lawsuits, most regarding harm done to children under the 

care of the state 



Former candidate, ran against Tina Kotek in 2020, District 44 

Former candidate for Portland Public School Board in 2021 


